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About This Game

void LINK brings the casual charm of early days RTS gameplay to high-end VR: Using both arms players direct ships through
volumetric sectors of toy-box interstellar space, gathering resources, building their fleet and going to battle against rivals.

With its simple user interface and mechanics this game allows for instant casual play, where complex strategy arises from
your ingenuity, rather than from extensive rulesets or tech-trees.

void LINK is one of the first products to build on the unique advantages of modern VR peripherals (HTC Vive, Oculus Rift) to
make RTS interaction with "spatial maps", truly 3-dimensional battlegrounds, headache-free by letting you implement your

strategies in 3D space simply by moving your hands through it.

For some optional depth, void LINK comes with a voxel-style editor for creating custom ships from basic building blocks
(Laser, Propulsion, Sensors, ...). You can design and introduce new unit types, even during battle, to counteract specific threats,

... or just for the fun of it.

"Enlisted by an intergalactic mining consortium as one of their 'Field Coordiators', the player runs resource extraction operations in
far-out regions of space. Depending on their remote control interface, 'void LINK', Coordinators find themselves pitted against

each other and engaged in series of battle encounters, where winners climb the 'universal' leader board."
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Title: void LINK
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Zentrifuge
Publisher:
Zentrifuge
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel i5 3550

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Low-end VR-ready PC

English
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Very interesting story so far. Controls with an Xbox One Controller are great and the art style is really nice too.. I haven't
finished this game yet but so far I love the atmosphere and the sounds that fit perfectly that made it spooky.
Love the jumpscares although the graphic could have been better.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VfOuSYY1WO4.
decent game with some controller\/keyboard issues. Bought on the first day of release, it had 20% discount on the very FIRST
day lol
It was buggy to say at least, code appearing underneath scoreboard in game, the game supported only up to 720 resolution LUL,
and the game was running in slow motion initially but i fixed that by restarting the game. Other than that, i had trouble getting
used to the mechanics, hard to control, the sprint mechanism is awkward as hell. I can see it could be a good game if it wasn't so
rushed and released with 20% complete lol, not worth so much money, I would pay at most 20 bucks for this game at this state.
Refunded after a few days. Might come back and try again if I hear good news about the game in the FUTURE
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Very fun, competitive and balanced game from nice devs.
 Buy this and support them!
. Best skin in the game, hands down. E.S.C. Rocco has beaten Gnariachi and overtook Disco Voltar's throne of King of Music.
His theme showed me that it is possible to be addicted to music, effects are top notch and his voice, while little hard to
understand, just fits him so well. Also, dayum those refrences O.O I could go on and on how perfect this skin is, but I have
better things to do (like listening to his theme and KS ^^). Simply put, get it. NOW! I don't think it is possible to regret purchase
like this.. Some cool looking things for Batman and Robin.

Costumes such as black lantern and old school TV shows

thumps up, great stuff. 5 out of 10. Brilliant route add on. Well Done DTG TS2017 Very Very Pleased would advice everyone
to buy this, as it's Amazing. I don't get the postive reviews at all. This game is an exercise in torture: it's a simple mouse and
keyboard shooter, but the majority of your enemies are little black dots that you can't actually see until they're half a pixel away
from your character. This means that when you try and fight and dodge the real enemies you end up randomly dying. Combine
that with your view radius getting smaller if you get hit means that it actually gets harder if you make a mistake.

Maybe I'm weird, but I don't want to play a game just to die from (virtually) invisible enemies every time it starts getting
interesting.

Plus the soundtrack is terrible. Avoid, just avoid.. Saw it on sale for cheap so not too much of a loss.

Grabbing\/holding parts doesn't consistantly work (60-70% fine), game decided at three different points to resize from
"Fullscreen" to "Original" - whatever damn resolution original is.... Neat little Halloween shooter with a cool Spell lobbing
premise.
I really like the combos of mushrooms.
The art is cutesy and suits the tone.

Game could use some added depth. Story or something?

https:\/\/youtu.be\/lrqOtqj0AT0. I do not understand why people give bad ratings to this game, it is not bad game. I think it was
a bargain for 60 cents.
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